
tesa® MASKING TAPES FOR 

As a leading global adhesive tape manufacturer, tesa develops 
and produces a wide range of adhesive solutions for the aviation, 
rail and marine industry.

To meet the demands of manufacturers in the transport sector, tesa 
has designed quality, high performing masking tapes for multi-use 
that can improve speed of production and provide a quality finish. 
Painting, spraying and finishing are key production operations and 
although a number of factors can affect the final quality, the use of 
the correct materials is critical. 

Quality Adhesion With No Paint Bleed
In the transportation industry, paint jobs often require specialised 
masking tapes that can withstand multiple high-temperature 
drying cycles. As trains and yachts are regularly stored outside 
after masking, the tapes must also be very UV-resistant, while 
simultaneously able to hold heavy masks in place. The new tesa® 
4338 High Performance Masking Grade not only meets these 
requirements but is also very convenient to use. The bright-green 
colour is highly visible when it’s time to remove it. 

Quality Finish
From yachts to trains, trucks, and commercial vehicles – tesa® 
Precision Mask 4342 is designed to meet the requirements of 
modern paint systems and processes. The thin, smooth, and 
conformable backing of  tesa® Precision Mask 4342 is strong enough to 
pull through several paint layers and leaves a perfectly sharp paint 
edge with no paint bleed. Even after longer application times or 
high-temperature baking at 150°C for 30 minutes, tesa® Precision 
Mask 4342 can be removed without residues.  

Why tesa? 
tesa has been in the tape-making business for over a century and 
its continued focus and investment in R&D has given rise to some 
of the most technologically advanced adhesive tape solutions. 
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Technical data

Product Backing Type of 
adhesive Colour

Total
thickness

[μm]

Adhesion
to steel
[N/cm]

Tensile 
strength
[N/cm]

Elongation  
at break

[%]

Temperature
resistance
[°C/30min]

UV 
resistance 

(weeks)

tesa® 4338
Smooth crepe 

paper
Natural  
rubber

Green 145 3.5 43 13 120 7

tesa® 4342
Japanese 

paper
Acrylic Orange 85 1.5 32 19 150 3

tesa® 4338 tesa® 4342
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